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Transport and 30 min city Healthy waterways Climate change Health and education Walking and cycling Housing supply and affordability Heritage Agree Statement
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Submission re proposed plan 

I find the proposed plan to be ill considered & raise the following points. 

 

* The proposed jobs growth is at odds with a report published by the Committee for 
Economic Development of Australia (CEDA) which finds that 40% to 58% of jobs in Australia 
will disappear due to changes in technology, There are other similar predictions, all of which 
the Greater Sydney Commission has failed to address - these predictions need to be 
recognised, explained & discredited otherwise the GS Commission's conclusion on jobs 
growth is completely meaningless. If the CEDA & others predictions are correct, Sydney is 
likely to become a massive slum, engineered by a committee which is not held responsible 
for its actions. 

 

* London has an official  death rate of 9000 per year due to pollution, much of this being 
due to Diesel  particulates - see website   The higher density proposed for Sydney  will lead 
to a massive increase in deaths due to this cause. Yet this fact or consideration is completely 
absent from the plan there is no attempt to address this issue which suggests a complete 
disregard for people's  health. Using the asbestos case as a comparison, the death rate will 
be much greater, the compensation payouts will be enormous &, as with asbestos the 
potential problem was known in advance but ignored. I'll pass this point onto ALAN JONES 
for his comments on the GS Commission's  inability to address this. 

 

* At the moment, excessive  developer driven growth has led to  an increase in traffic 
congestion & hence pollution, difficulty in parking anywhere near a station & overstretched 
resources such as schools, preschools, transport, hospitals, gaols etc . With developer 
purchase of heritage homes, parks disappearing, nice homes being bulldozed etc ,  to make 
way for hi rise buildings which are often exclusively owned by overseas interests & perhaps 
purchased with shonky money (as shown in  ABC 4 Corners Program). All this is supposed to 
make homes more affordable to young Australian homebuyers when in fact the opposite is 
occurring - they are becoming less affordable. Overseas purchases, the birthrate & excessive 
immigration  will all prevent this. While immigration has been good for the country in the 
past, if the rate outstrips the ability of infrastructure to keep up, then it is a liability. 
Governments fail to address any of these subjects but until they do, grand planning for the 
future has little to recommend it. Just deal with the current problems.   
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